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What is the 'creative vocabulary' of the new media?

Martin Sims attended the IIC UK Chapter event on Interactive Media - Content, Context
and Technology in March, and reports,Interactivity changes everything' the prophets of

convergence once told us. We will move from
passive consumers of scheduled TV to active

participants in an enhanced interactive universe of
websites and video on demand (VoD), they pre-
dicted. More recently self-generated content has
been added to this list, assuming the all-consuming
importance usually accorded to new additions.

The long promised intermingling of technologies
has certainly arrived. Mobile TV is available in most
developed countries and IPTV services are also
getting underway. 'I've started using the C-word
again in public without being laughed at' said one
participant. But while convergence has arrived, the
sweeping predictions about consumer behaviour
have not been fulfilled.

It should have been obvious during the dotcom
boom that it wasn't merely a question of moving
from passivity to activity. Where did the start-ups go
to advertise their wares? Often to that most passive
of mediums - primetime TV.

For another person taking part in this meeting gran-
diose predictions about consumer behaviour have
their roots in a misconception about the history of
'new media'. TV didn't kill cinema but it did kill Pathe
newsreels. TV is the best medium for live news
coverage but until the early 60s the cinema was the
only place where this kind of footage could be seen.
For this participant new media don't kill off the old,
they 'make them better at what they're good at.'

The feeling of the meeting was that traditional,
scheduled TV; websites; video on demand; and
mobile services like SMS and mobile TV would all
co-exist. What then is each one good at?

The consensus was that scheduled TV was best at
live coverage and telling great stories, whether that
was through journalism, documentary or drama. It
also offers high production values and mass audi-
ences. For the advertiser this latter quality means
the ability to sell high volume products; for the con-
sumer it creates shared experiences. The pull-con-
tent proselytisers forget that we all need something
to talk about while queuing for the photocopier.

What is VoD good at? It's primarily a way of watch-
ing the same stuff that has appeared on sched-
uled TV. VoD providers often report that the same
soap opera is being watched several times a day
as different members of the household come in
from work or school. Furthermore, as one partici-
pant remarked, people are now paying significant
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monthly sums for their TV viewing. With the advent
of VoD and hard disc video recorders they expect to
be able to watch this again as part of the service.

A moderate enhancement of time-shifting capabili-
ties available in video recorders doesn't revolution-
ise the media landscape but we should also recog-
nise that VoD does lead to a slight diversification of
viewer behaviour. There was, as marketeers say, 'a
long tail': studies show that VoD users were a little
more likely to watch non-mainstream programming
like foreign films. From the advertisers perspective
there is little upside to VoD. Advert avoidance is
one of the medium's attractions and the only way to
avoid it is programme sponsorship.

So what are the advantages of the internet? It's
fun, it's cheap, it's global and it creates new niche
communities. Programme makers can extend their
brand (or have to maintain their brand?) by reaching
these new communities of young people.

And for advertisers? The disadvantage is it is diffuse
which tends to force advertisers towards the major
recognised brands. The advantage is that it is free
from the specific rules regulating TV.

So what has changed for the advertisers and con-
tent producers working? First, cross promotion has
become not a desirable extra but a pre-requisite for
success. It's no longer a question of 'being in every
media' but 'being in every conversation.' That can
only be achieved through a mix of coverage in eve-
rything from blogs to traditional TV. As interactivity
makes it easier to avoid advertising, so sponsorship,
product placement and media stunts become more
important. Red Bull's sponsorship of go-kart racing,
which generated acres of coverage in blogs, was
seen as a particularly successful example.

The second area of agreement was that we were
only at the start of the learning curve. Newspaper
subs may soon be retraining to write SMS mes-
sages. 'We are just starting to understand the crea-
tive vocabulary in these new mediums,' said one
attendee, 'it is the most exciting 10 years in which I
have worked,'

The speakers were Anthony Lilley, from
cross media production company, Magic
Lantern; Philip Jay from BBC Wor/d-
wide; and Robin Garms from advertising
agency Pub/icis. The event was chaired
by Nigel Walley of Decipher Research,
the interactive media research specialists,
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